Molecular transport in systems containing binding obstacles.
We studied the movement of particles in crowded environments by means of extensive Monte Carlo simulations. The dynamic lattice liquid model was employed for this purpose. It is based on the cooperative movement concept and allows the study of systems at high densities. The cooperative model of molecular transport is assumed: the motion of all moving particles is highly correlated. The model is supposed to mimic lateral motion in a membrane and therefore the system is two-dimensional with moving objects and traps placed on a triangular lattice. In our study the interaction (binding) of traps with moving particles was assumed. The conditions in which subdiffusive motion appeared in the system were analysed. The influence of the strength of binding on the dynamic percolation threshold was also shown. The differences in the dynamics compared to systems with impenetrable obstacles and with systems without correlation in motion were presented and discussed. It was shown that in the case of correlated motion the influence of deep traps is similar to that of impenetrable obstacles. If the traps are shallow a recovery to normal diffusion was observed for longer time periods.